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Connections is the monthly newsletter of Scale Models
Wellington IPMS Incorporated. Scale Models Wellington
is a society for model-makers of all types from the Greater
Wellington area and elsewhere in the country.
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We welcome new members - drop us a line using the email
address opposite, or come along to a meeting if you’re interested.
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You can reach the committee easily via email - individual
email addresses are listed above, and you can contact the whole
committee using:
• contact@scalemodelswellington.org.nz

We meet on the last Wednesday of every month except December,
at the Johnsonville Community Centre Trust Room, upstairs on
Moorefield Road, Johnsonville. Meetings start at 7.30pm and
finish around 9.30pm.

Find us online
• scalemodelswellington.org.nz
• facebook.com/groups/scalemodelswellington

Contributions

We welcome article submissions, tips, and small ads - please
email your text and accompanying images to the editor at:
• editor@scalemodelswellington.org.nz

The submission deadline for each month’s issue is the second
Tuesday of the same month.
Images should be high quality, high resolution JPEGs. You don’t
need to spend time formatting your text, but you must credit
your sources for text, data and images.
Please make sure you have permission to use any images which
you do not own.
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27 February 2019 - Club meeting. Theme (if any!) TBA.
27 March 2019 - Club meeting and AGM

From The Editor
Since we don’t meet in December January’s is usually a ‘slimline’
version of the newsletter, but thanks to another welcome
contribution from Ray Thorpe we have some good content.

Ray Thorpe’s PT Boat build

Looking forward to catching up on Wednesday and getting
some good pics for February’s edition!
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November Show and Tell
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30 January 2019 - first meeting for 2019, with “What I did over
Christmas” theme.

Club News

Club Dates
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Events calendar

Class winners from the Club Champs are featured this month
- unfortunately I don’t have pics of the class-winning armour
entries, so apologies to Dave Johnson and Steve Pilcher that
their models (M10 and T80U) don’t feature.
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Club DAtes

Club Champs Pics

Aaron
Editor

Front cover: Ewan Forbes’ 1/87 Roco Minitanks LARS (Club
Champs entry)

Back cover: Tore Martin accepts Best inShow
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Club NEws

Club Venue

January Club Meeting
This month’s theme is What I Did Over Christmas, so bring
along anything you have completed or just got under way over
the break.

Help Wanted
Ray Thorpe is looking for one or two wheels & tyres for a 1/35
Tamiya M-8 Greyhound Iwhich he is converting to a post
1950 version. Any offers please email thorpe.wellington@
gmail.com.

When?

Last Wednesday of each month at 19.30.
All meetings for 2018 will be at the new location.

Where?

Trust Room at the Johnsonville Community Centre, 3
Frankmore Avenue, Johnsonville.

How do I get there?
Exit SH1 north- or south-bound at Johnsonville and once
you get to the main roundabout turn down Moorefield Road.
The Community Centre will be on your right, and you can
get to the Trust Room from the Moorefield Road entrance.

Car parking?

Parking is available around the Community Centre building,
on Frankmoore Avenue and Moorefield Road. Additional
parking can be found across Moorefield Road by Johnsonville
railway station and in the Mall car-park.

Room location?

Enter the Community hall from the Southern Entrance on
Moorefield Road, then take the stairs up to the Trust Room.
There’s also a lift available.

Facilities?
Here’s what Ray Thorpe did on his holidays!

There will be tables and chairs, and we will be able to provide
the usual tea and coffee. Home baking is very welcome!

Disclaimer

Opinions expressed in a newsletter article are solely those of the article’s author and do not necessarily reflect the policy and the
rules of Scale Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated. The editor reserves the right not to publish material which may bring Scale
Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated into disrepute, and may edit copy to fit the newsletter. Anonymous, abusive or offensive
material will not be published. Articles published in this newsletter may be republished if the source and author are acknowledged.
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November Club Night Show and Tell

Images: Editor

Jo Martin’s Gunze 1/24 Austin Healey Sprite

Laura Vale’s Bandai Nekobusou

Rick Lowe’s scratchbuilt Stargate fighter taking shape...

Will Vale’s Tamiya 1/72 A6M2b Zero (sorry about the pic!)

Laura Vale’s T’au Battlesuit
Will Vale’s GW Goblins

Aoshima Beemax 1/24 Volvo 240T by Grant Matchett

Laura also showed her Kotobukiya Nyanboard Mini
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Kennedy PIcs and Italeri 1/35 PT-596 Boat Build

Words & Pics: Ray Thorpe

Another year has flashed by and the model stash has been
trimmed back by some serious “thinning & selling” over the
holiday period, to start building up funds for the June trip to the
Model Expo in Melbourne.
Given 2018 was such a dismal year with regards to building
and finishing with only 2 models completed, I now have 4
simultaneous projects on the which will be finished in 2019 to
make up for things as well as thinning the stash further.
Just back from visiting my son Alex and grandson Joseph in
Weston, Florida USA and naturally this included a 6-hour
road-trip up north to visit the Kennedy Space Centre at Cape
Canaveral. Totally unrelated to the Elco80 article are some
shots here of the Saturn5 rocket used for the Apollo missions.
Unfortunately, the space shuttle was too big for my iPhone to
cope with!

A collection of rockets

Author “boosting” grandson

Command capsule and lunar module

The space shuttle lived here!
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Italeri’s Elco 80 Torpedo Boat PT-596 Build
Having undertaken a 6 month build of Italeri’s Elco 80 Torpedo
boat and crew set back in 2017, I recently discovered a pile of
W.I.P. shots stored in the “cloud” I thought I had lost when my
iPhone was “liberated” in China. So I am finally able to finish off
an article for the newsletter, started over a year ago.
A Tamiya kit this is not. Although the build is reasonably
straightforward, you may want to correct a string of inaccuracies
which can easily be rectified with good references, some scratch
building, and use of aftermarket extras (my spares box took a real
hammering building this one). The kit is a collation of smaller
builds, which would almost constitute separate kits, such as the
ex-Air Cobra 37mm gun, the 40mm Bofors, four torpedoes,
twin .50 cal Browning mounts in their individual open rotating
gun turrets and the 20mm front mounted gun.
I found the most challenging part of the build to be the multitude
of glass windows, requiring careful masking while painting 5
different sections of the superstructure first, OR inserting the
windows after painting and then fixing the structures to the
main deck, which requires very careful alignment when applying
the 3-tone camo paint scheme. I chose to leave out all the
small main deck recessed glass sections, preferring to use Micro
Crystal clear to create the glass sections once the assembled boat
was fully painted. A tip here is to leave the photo etched window
grill covers off – paint them separately and fit them after the
window glass has dried and formed properly, preferable as last
step after all painting has been completed. My kit had a-few bits
missing including two windows, two photo-etch grate covers,
one 20mm ammo drum and some of the propellers, which may
explain the good price I picked it up for from darkest Africa
back In Aug 2016.
Adding the crew set adds a new dimension and brings the boat
to life but requires extensive replacement and realignment of
arms, hands, legs and feet to fit each of the twin Brownings,
the rotating handles, pedals and seating for the for the Bofors,
twin Mk50 5-inch rocket launchers, including the gunner and
loaders operating various pedals and controls, as well as the
captain’s position with a hand on the tiller. Take great care to
build the crew and the gun sections together with continual
test fitting and trimming until each figure fits snugly into its
allocated position and mark the crew positions carefully. I lost a
set of the twin .50 cal Brownings down one the open gun turrets,
which needed to be replaced with a scratch-built addition. (The
lost set is still rattling around inside the model).
The detailed instruction booklet covers most of the build, so I
will highlight only the extra work required to rectify some faults
and add more detail to the kit.

back of the gun, (AFV Club provide a nice set of brass shells
and empties for their 40mm Bofors kits), and adding a wooden
case for a spare 40mm gun barrel. Three sets of coiled ropes were
created using various bits of string (liberated from an old kite
set) which were stained, fixed using white glue to create realistic
textured look and feel and to maintain their shape.
Raiding the spares box provided a set of modified binoculars, a
radio set, connecting cables and headsets, a compass platform,
added to the bridge, plus extra crew small arms and crew
paraphernalia, expended brass cartridges, steel helmets, water
bottles, magazines/maps, crates and bottles one would expect to
be crammed into a home from home in the Pacific.
I chose to depict the model in a South Pacific setting (mostly
due to the missing props) with the boat riding slightly out of the
water, at speed passing over flotsam from recently sunk Japanese
barge, at action stations.
Painting
Following my usual practise, I painted all the guns separately
and added them to their mountings after the 3-tone camo
pattern had been completed. The figures were painted separately
and added as a second last step together with the rigging, safety
ropes, hand rails, aerials, with the delicate radar and flags.
The model was primed with Tamiya white primer out of a spray
can, followed by usual NATO Black shadowing highlights,
including streak marks down the hull sides to simulate water
marks to show under the main coat of paint.

Priming in progress

Primed model above with pre-shading/streaking underway
forward of the living quarters and completed below including
torpedoes and gun mountings, which shows through nicely
when painting the hull & superstructure.

There is a small amount of filling required after fitting the main
deck to the hull.
I scratch built an extra set of 6 life jackets using milliput
and sculpted them to fit snugly to various sections of the
superstructure to provide a natural fit to whatever parts of the
boat they were tied to or suspended from. The life rings also had
thin ropes installed around each of them.
This is a big beast of a boat in 1/35th scale and requires a lot of
attention to detail with a fair amount of scratch building to add
ammo racks for the Bofor’s ammunition stored in racks at the

Priming and pre-shading completed

here.

The painted
model below
minus
crew
extra
life
jackets, radar,
rigging
and
the two 8
barrelled rocket
launchers
Insert pic 12
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Model Base
The model base was constructed from a length of pine, cut into 4
bits and joined carefully, with cross beams inside the rectangular
box, supported underneath by thick plywood. The wood base
was then stained and varnished. Polystyrene packing material
from an old TV set was layered into the box and then covered
with wetted crate bandages to create the basic shape. The hull
was then covered in glad wrap and lowered into place. The sea
was made up from a big batch of fine indoor Polyfilla, mixed
with water coloured with various shades of blue and green water
paint, which was then poured in around the model. A putty
knife was used to sculpt the required swell and bow wash and to
embed the “flotsam” on the side. Once finished, any Glad wrap
sticking out above the water line was carefully trimmed away.
Any remaining gaps around the model were carefully filled with
suitably coloured Polyfilla. The model and base were left to dry
overnight before any remaining small cracks were filled in the
same manner. The white bow wave, wash and wave crests were
painted in using semi-gloss white after which, the whole sea
surface was dry brushed and then received 8 coats of gloss vanish
obtained from an art shop to provide the high sheen finish of the
sea surface. Overall a messy, time consuming but rewarding task
undertaken over a long week end.
Once all the weathering had been completed I added the crew,
rigging, delicate radar, battle flag and some wet splashes at the
water line to finish things off. A beast to build requiring a lot
of effort but well worth it with a sense of achievement having
completed my biggest build to date.
Following are shots of the finished model which now requires
somewhere to store/display or its up for sale.
Until next time
Happy modelling
Ray
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Club Championships - Class Winners

Images: Steve Holgate/Grant Matchett

Best Overall, Best Aircraft, Winner Class A1 - Tore Martin’s 1/48 FW190 D-9

Winner A2 - Geoff Warren, 1/72 Fairey Swordfish

Winner A4 - Brian Rhodes, 1/72 F4U-1 ‘Birdcage’

Best Tamiya, Winner A3 - Dave Johnson, 1/32 F4U-1 ‘Birdcage’

Winner A5 - Brian Rhodes, 1/72 F/A-18F Super Hornet
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Winner D1 - Will Vale, 28mm Necron Wraiths

Winner D4, Martin van Ginkel, 1/10 US Paratrooper

Winner B3, Ewan Forbes, 1/48 Churchill Crocodile

Winner B4, Martin van Ginkel, 1/24 Light Gun

Winner B5, Tish Glasson, 1/35 Renault Ft17

Winner G2, Will Vale, 1/32 Cylon Raider

Winner C2, Steve Holgate, 1/25 1970 Dodge Challenger R/T

J7, Laura Vale, 28mm Tau Pathfinders
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Winner C5, Mark Stockdale, 1/24 Mini Cooper

Winner F2, Martin van Ginkel, 1/350 Type 71 LPD

Winner G3, Ernie Thompson, Coca Cola Promotional Vehicles

Winner J2, Jayden Johnson, 1/35 LAV-25

Winner E, Will Vale, 1/72 Pteras Refuelling

Winner G4, Will Vale, 28mm Suffocating Gravetide

Winner J6, Laura Vale, Tau SV8 Crisis Battlesuit
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Best Civ Vehicle, Winner C1, Steve Holgate, 1/12 Ford GT40

Best NZ, Winner C4, Grant Matchett, 1/24 Ford Escort Mk 1
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